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1 Context

Cultural heritage is considered as an important part of global history. The
museum pieces that were gathered in all countries around the world all
have a certain historical value for global history. It is however, difficult
to place these individual pieces in a historical context as their number is
enormous and the important data (meta-data) is difficult to annotate as it
has to be done by hand for each piece. This annotating is typically done by
professional curators and museums just don’t have the manpower to achieve
this in a risible amount of time.
An alternative for annotating these pieces could be crowd sourcing. This
innovative way of gathering data from a large crowd could generate a lot of
useful data which can be used to generate the appropriate meta-data.

2 Problem statement

2.1 Background

Museums and other cultural heritage organizations already started exper-
imenting with this method of as a possible solution for the problem. In
2006 for example, a group of art museums formed the Steve.museum group
in which they collaborated to explore the role user-contributed descriptions
can play in describing and accessing artworks.[3] However, by using this
method of information gathering, new problems will arise. The input of the
crowd is not always as good as it should be and may likewise differ from the
standard regarding the data the professionals would enter. It also is diffi-
cult to generate the right specific meta-data that distinct them from other
pieces and generates the historical context. Another important challenge is
to keep the crowd motivated to annotate for you. If the method of sourc-
ing is monotonous and unattractive, people will just stay away after a few
sessions.

2.1.1 WaIsDa? and the Agora project

A possible solution that answers to the challenges mentioned above is to
develop an application that challenges the user to give as much information
as possible for a given museum object. The user will be questioned in an
attractive and accessible environment and is challenged by a certain gaming-
element to keep him motivated for giving answers. This solution already has
been applied by VU university. They started a project together with the
Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision involving games for gathering
information in a challenging activity called WaIsDa?[4] In this gaming ap-
plication users are asked to list everything they see in a particular movie
and are rewarded with a number of points according to the frequency those
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words are entered by other users. If a word has a high frequency, it is more
likely the word has a certain relevance to the displayed video and eventually
will result in a complete meta-dataset for every video in the database.

In relation to the problem stated above, the Dutch government started
the Agora project[5]. This project is a partnership between the Rijksmu-
seum Amsterdam, the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision and the
VU University of Amsterdam to develop a collaboration between the field
of (Dutch) national history and computer science. The purpose of this part-
nership is to develop a social platform in which exhibits and their mutual
relations can be placed in a historical context. This partnership so far has
resulted in developing an application called ’Agora Touch’, where users are
given the possibility to get a better understanding of historical events by us-
ing a touch interface. By connecting the museum exhibits to the audiovisual
materials from the national audio-visual archive one tries to present a clearer
view of their corresponding historical event. This allows the user to imagine
its own picture of how historical events took place and allows us to present
our worldwide history to the modern population in a digital way. The cur-
rent collection of data available in the Agora database already contains a
lot of information that could be relevant for museum exhibits (meta-data
descriptions) but most of this important information is still missing, as well
as the reciprocal relationships between exhibits.

2.2 Problem

For my Thesis, it would be an interesting challenge to develop an application
that is able to simplify the constructing of these reciprocal relationships. The
tags that will be gathered using a crowd sourcing application like WaIsDa?
presumably will consist of a lot of duplicate, incorrect and irrelevant raw
data that cannot be translated into relevant information. Although this
data seems futile at first sight, there may be some relevant information
hidden among it; it just needs to be uncovered.

3 Research approach

By combining the most interesting disciplines within the field of Information
Sciences that I came across to during my study, I hope to come up with an
application that consists of a clear process with an understandable user
interface which eventually delivers the relevant data that is actually useful
for official institutions.

3.1 Tag gardening

An interesting methodology that describes the process of organizing and
manipulating a large set of tags that were gathered from a large group of
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persons (so called folksonomies) is Tag Gardening [10][11]. It divides this
process into three phases that each correspond to a phase in the actual
gardening process.

• Seeding: The gathering of the first set tags. Sometimes comple-
mented with additional tags to distinguish an individual item.

• Weeding: Removing the bad tags from the set. This is done by iden-
tifying and correcting misspelled tags, but also by removing duplicate
entries that are in the set because they’re synonyms or are store in
both singular and plural form.

• Fertilizing: Adding existing knowledge systems to the result set to
enrich the data and reveal patterns or relationships between tags.

3.2 Data storage

An important aspect of obtaining useful meta-data and generating the de-
sired historical context is the way the information is stored. Therefore, it
is important to establish a methodology in which different objects that are
relevant to the historical context are stored. One of the things that comes
to mind at first, is to define a historical object or event by assigning several
properties to it. These properties itself are able to connect multiple objects
and will lead to a context. The ’Dublin Core Metadata Initiative’ [1] is a
vocabulary that consists of multiple properties that combined, are able to
define an object. One of the things I would like to research is if this vocab-
ulary would fit into my application. I think for a historical object or event,
it is important to distinguish three main properties of an object.

Figure 1: Model
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• The actor(s) that contributed to the event; this could be a person, a
party but could also be an entire country.

• The place where an event took place; this could be a country, city or
a specific location or building.

• The time or moment an event took place; this could be an exact date
or time, but could define a period too.

By using the methodology of tag gardening, I am able to define a clear
process that has to be followed to establish the desired result set. By storing
this resulting data in a way that they match the entity types based on the
Dublin Core properties that I define in my own model, I think I am able
to generate the historical context by combining them so that they define an
historical object. During my thesis, I will investigate how these ’instruments’
will exactly fit to the development of my application.

3.3 Planning

I will start my project with exploring the field of research to pick up the
necessary background information about acquiring, manipulating and stor-
ing of meta-data. During the design of my project I have come across some
interesting articles that cover the use of folksonomies to construct or com-
plement existing meta-data structures. This could be an interesting concept
to use during my project so it important to gain knowledge of this as well.
[6][7][8]

Before starting the development of my application, it is important to
elaborate several use cases and flow charts to get a clear view of the entire
process of the application. After that, I need to start thinking about the
architecture of the application. It is crucial to define an efficient data model
that is able to cope with the large amounts of transactions when reading
and manipulating the tag data. It therefore is important to determine how
and which data should be stored. An other important aspect of my appli-
cation is the removal of ’bad tags’. I need to come up with a smart way of
removing misspelled and duplicate entries. I already have some experience
in developing web applications in ASP.NET, so it would be a logical choice
to develop my application in this framework too. During the actual devel-
opment it is essential to keep track of the design choices I have made, to
be able to justify them in my thesis article afterwards. To ensure an article
that matches my findings, it would be wise to start working on the structure
of the article during development by already defining the different sections
I would like to cover.

After finalizing the application it is time to start testing with some actual
data and examine whether the results are associated with the objective that
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they should serve. These results, together with the process of development
and the associated design choices will form the foundation of the article.

3.3.1 Overall planning

In order to keep track of the progress of my thesis I constructed an overall
planning that gives an indication of personal deadlines for important mile-
stones during my thesis.

Week Period Milestone

12 17mar - 23mar Start defining overall process

13 24mar - 30mar -

14 31mar - 06apr Finalize defining overall process (RQ-1a)

15 07apr - 13apr Start working on fitting data model

16 14apr - 20apr -

17 21apr - 27apr -

18 28apr - 04may Finalize data model (RQ-1b)

19 05may - 11may Start implementing first phase (organizing data)

20 12may - 18may Finalize first phase (RQ-2a)

21 19may - 25may Start implementing second phase (enriching data)

22 26may - 01jun -

23 02jun - 08jun Finalize second phase (RQ-2b)

24 09jun - 15jun Finalize application (RQ-2c)

25 16jun - 22jun -

26 23jun - 29jun Deliver concept (RQ-1,2)

27 30jun - 06jul Process feedback + Deliver final product

3.4 Research questions

To help me during the development of my application, it would be helpful to
define several research questions to introduce certain milestones that need
to be achieved. These research questions and corresponding subquestions
can offer me a certain degree of guidance during my thesis and are stated
as follows.

1. What are the requirements when building an application that is used
for generating meta-data based on data that was collected from crowd-
sourcing.

(a) How should the process of managing the collected data be mod-
eled? Is the ’Tag Gardening’ methodology a fitting model for
this?

(b) How should the resulting set of meta data be stored to generate
the desired network (ontology) of tags? Is the ’Dublin Core Meta-
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data Initiative’ a suiting data model for storing and defining the
resulting meta-data?

2. Are we able to generate a historical context to a set of predefined use
cases (historical images /videos) by managing data that was collected
using crowd-sourcing (from a folksonomy) in our application.

(a) Are we able to reduce the start set of tags to a bare minimum
without any duplicate entries?

(b) Is it possible to extract entities that fit in our model by enriching
this result set with data from external sources?

(c) Are we able to achieve the same results as if a professional curator
is annotating the items. Or are we possibly complementing them
with additional meta-data that wasn’t uncovered during manual
annotation.
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